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Especially the Lab of the Gods does not yet know that the undercover agents have been completely
overthrown.

They are waiting for the undercover to be in place, attacking at the same time as the positive Leviathan.

Leviathan is now waiting…

But who would have thought that the undercover agents had been wiped out.

What made the Lab of the Gods and Mr. X even more unimaginable is coming-Da Xia is about to fight
back.

Langya Mountain in the north.

The army of the Lab of the Gods has long waited in ambush.

According to the information returned by the spies, the support force of Tiance Mansion will arrive here
in ten minutes.

“Attention everyone! Attack in ten minutes!”

They are slowly waiting.

Shortly after.

All the troops of Tiance Mansion came.

Appeared in their sight.

Just as the ambush of the Lab of the Gods was about to start, suddenly the Tiance Mansion’s support
army changed its course.

Senseless.

Everyone was dumbfounded.

The strong and dead men in the laboratory of the gods were dumbfounded.

What’s happening here?

Suddenly changed course?

They passed by a lonely trail nearby.

It is equivalent to bypassing Langya Mountain in the north.

There is absolutely no entry into their ambush…

What’s wrong?

It’s all this moment.

Everyone was deeply puzzled by the occurrence of such a thing.

Especially the spies in the Kunlun Academy team were even more confused.

They keep sending signals.

When he was about to enter the ambush, he suddenly changed his route?

Why is this?

Isn’t their efforts wasted?

“Why? Why did you suddenly change your route?”

The spies are not calm anymore.

Especially Yin Zhengping, Fan Zhisheng and others.

They all jumped out one by one.

They are all shouting why they have to change their routes.

“If you don’t walk from Langya Mountain! Then our time will be at least doubled!”

“We were already very slow! How much do we have to sacrifice for one minute and one second?”

“Time is life! I don’t agree to a detour! I suggest passing through Langya Mountain!”

